MANUFACTURE & SUPPLY
DUST COLLECTION EQUIPMENT

Air-Cure Inc. and its predecessors have specialized in dust collection systems and equipment for PRB coal, at mines and utilities, for more than 60 years.

We continue to out-perform competitors in filtration capabilities, filter systems, project integration, and customer satisfaction making us the leader in dust control and process filtration systems.
984RF16 ROTARY DUMPER - Michigan
984RF16 ROTARY DUMPER - Missouri
984RF16 ROTARY DUMPER - Texas
984RF20 TRESTLE DUMPER - Alabama
376RF12 & 484RF12 BUNKERS - Wyoming
676RF10 CRUSHER HOUSE - Alabama
276RF12 TRANSFER TOWER - Minnesota
276RF12 RECLAIM - Wyoming
276RF6 SILOS - Montana
PNUEMATIC CONVEYING - Missouri
INTEGRATED SYSTEM - Illinois
INTEGRATED SYSTEM - Kansas
INTEGRATED SYSTEM - Missouri
INTEGRATED SYSTEM - Illinois